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GeO dresser
three drawers
      

model DG 3024 DR3
model DG 3624 DR3 

dimensions
30” | 36“  width
24”        depth
30”             height

construction
1” top, 3/4“ laminate composite board 
construction. 1.25” square tube frame, 18 GA 
metal. Frame is epoxy coated.  Three drawers with 
metal sides and integrated ball bearing rollers, 
positive stop and 1/2” laminate back and bottom. 
Adjustable levelers.

finish
frame, epoxy coated
- Black
- Silver or Silver
laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options
- drawer locks
- handles

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | dressers 
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GeO dresser
four drawers
      

model DG 3024 DR4
model DG 3624 DR4 

dimensions
30” | 36“  width
24”        depth
38.5”          height

construction
1” top, 3/4“ laminate composite board 
construction. 1.25” square tube frame, 18 GA 
metal. Frame is epoxy coated.  Four drawers with 
metal sides and integrated ball bearing rollers, 
positive stop and 1/2” laminate back and bottom. 
Adjustable levelers.

finish
frame, epoxy coated
- Black
- Silver or Silver
laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options
- drawer locks
- handles

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | dressers 
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iON dresser
three drawers
      

model DN 3024 DR3
model DN 3624 DR3 

dimensions
29.5”|35.75“ width
23.5”             depth
30”                 height

construction
3/4” laminate composite board construction. 
Three drawers with metal sides, integrated ball 
bearing rollers, positive stop and 1/2“ laminate 
back and bottom. Adjustable levelers.

finish
rlaminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options
- two-tone laminate
- drawer lock
- handles

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | dressers 
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iON dresser
four drawers
      

model DN 3024 DR4
model DN 3624 DR4 

dimensions
29.5”|35.75“ width
23.5”             depth
38”                 height

construction
3/4” laminate composite board construction. Four 
drawers with metal sides, integrated ball bearing 
rollers, positive stop and 1/2“ laminate back and 
bottom.  Adjustable levelers.

finish
rlaminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options
- two-tone laminate
- drawer lock
- handles

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | dressers 

800.313.3446  |  dedesigncorp.com
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PiX 1 drawer
stackable, under bed storage
      

model DM 3024 DR1 

dimensions
30”              width
24“              depth
8.5”             height

construction
3/4” laminate composite board construction. All 
board is sealed on all sides with PVC edge 
banding to prevent the intrusion of bed bugs. 

Metal drawer sides with integrated ball bearing 
rollers and positive stop. 1/2” bottom and back. 
Adjustable levelers.

Unit is stackable with positive nesting. Base glides 
insert into top venting holes holding the two units 
securely together ensuring stability and safety.

finish
laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options
- Two-tone option available 
     - 10% upcharge

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options 
- Large diameter adjustable glide to  raise
  laminate off floor
- Post leg to raise laminate off floor (non-stackable)
- Locks

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | storage

800.313.3446  |  dedesigncorp.com
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PiX 2 drawer
stackable, under bed storage
      

model DM 3024 DR2 

dimensions
30”              width
24“              depth
17”              height

construction
3/4” laminate composite board construction. All 
board is sealed on all sides with PVC edge 
banding to prevent the intrusion of bed bugs. 

Metal drawer sides with integrated ball bearing 
rollers and positive stop. 1/2” bottom and back. 
Adjustable levelers.

Unit is stackable with positive nesting. Base glides 
insert into top venting holes holding the two units 
securely together ensuring stability and safety.

finish
laminate
- Standard DE Design finish options
- Two-tone option available 
     - 10% upcharge

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options 
- Large diameter adjustable glide to  raise
  laminate off floor
- Post leg to raise laminate off floor (non-stackable)
- Locks

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | storage

800.313.3446  |  dedesign.com
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PiX dresser
three drawers
      

model DM 3024 DR3
model DM 3624 DR3 

dimensions
29.5”|35.75“   width
23.5”                depth
30”                   height

construction
1”top with 3/4” laminate composite board 
construction. Three drawers with metal drawer 
sides, integrated ball bearing rollers, positive stop 
and 1/2” laminate back and bottom. Adjustable 
levelers.

finish
rlaminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options
- two-tone laminate
- drawer lock
- handles

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | dressers 

800.313.3446  |  dedesigncorp.com
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PiX dresser
four drawers
      

model DM 3024 DR4
model DM 3624 DR4 

dimensions
29.5”|35.75“   width
23.5”                depth
38”                   height

construction
1”top with 3/4” laminate composite board 
construction. Four drawers with metal drawer sides, 
integrated ball bearing rollers, positive stop and 
1/2” laminate back and bottom. Adjustable 
levelers.

finish
rlaminate
- Standard DE Design finish options

handles
standard
- Crescent, black or brushed nickel
- Nero, black or brushed nickel
option
- Recessed, black

options
- two-tone laminate
- drawer lock
- handles

standards
- Greenguard certified
- Limited Life-time Warranty 

bedroom | dressers 

800.313.3446  |  dedesigncorp.com
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